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Official records of Dan Quayle’s vice presidency are housed at the George Bush Presidential Library and administered by the National Archives and Records Administration (NARA) under the provisions of the Presidential Records Act (PRA).
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Related Collections

Scope and Content
The materials in FOIA 2004-1289-F are a selective, not necessarily all inclusive, body of documents responsive to the topic of the FOIA. Researchers should consult the archivist about related materials.

FOIA 2004-1289-F contains Quayle Vice Presidential Records from the Advance Office, Chief of Staff's
Office, National Security Affairs Office, and the Office of the Staff Secretary. These files consist of letters of correspondence, memoranda, coversheets, notes, distribution lists, newspaper articles, informational papers, published articles, schedules, itineraries, agendas, and reports from the public, the Congress, and other various Federal agencies primarily regarding the Persian Gulf Crisis—Operation Desert Shield/Desert Storm. There are letters sent by various members of the Congress as well as civilians expressing concerns and/or support for the Bush Administration’s policies in relation to the Persian Gulf Crisis. Unsolicited advice and various viewpoints are routinely provided in these correspondences in hopes of influencing various policies taken with Saudi Arabia, Israel, Kuwait, Iraq and other neighboring countries, as well as Bush Administration policies in direct correlation to the Persian Gulf Crisis. Often letters are accompanied by informational papers, newspaper articles, and other case study reports in support of the particular idea being presented. In addition, photocopies of Robotic condolence letters and photographs from the Vice President to the families of MIA’s, KIA’s, and POW’s are present. The memoranda consists primarily of routinely keeping Vice President Quayle updated with public and media reactions and opinions of American involvement in the Persian Gulf War. Attached to these memoranda include non-sensitive materials, such as newspaper articles, informational papers, published articles, public reports, and Congressional reports and findings directly related to the Persian Gulf War. Due to the extreme and vital military success of the Tomahawk and Patriot missiles launched during Operation Desert Storm, a historical record showing the Vice President’s frequent involvement in revitalizing these missile programs during his Senate tenure in the early 1980’s is also present. The schedules consist of curriculum, itineraries, and agendas primarily for the trip Vice President Quayle made to Saudi Arabia in December 1990 through January 2, 1991. Other schedules of the Vice President are related to his visits to various military facilities and homecoming parades during and upon the conclusion of the Persian Gulf War.

System of Arrangement
Records that are responsive to this FOIA request were found in one collection area—Quayle Vice Presidential Records: Staff and Office Files.

The following is a list of documents and folders processed in response to FOIA 2004-1289-F.

Quayle Vice Presidential Records: Staff and Office Files

Advance Office
Whitney, Craig, Files—Advance Trip Schedule Files
  AEI Televised Conference of Gulf War—12/3/91 [OA/ID 22048]
  Drop by Desert Storm Homecoming Foundation—5/28/91 [OA/ID 22053]
  Desert Storm Homecoming Parade—6/8/91 [OA/ID 22053]

Whitney, Craig, Files—Foreign Trip Schedule Files
  Saudi Arabia—December 30, January 1, 1991: Jeddah, Saudi Arabia [OA/ID 22283]
  Saudi Arabia—December 30, January 1, 1991: Miscellaneous, Saudi Arabia
    Pre-Advance / Teams [OA/ID 22283]
  Saudi Arabia—December 30, January 1, 1991: The Trip of The Vice President to Riyadh,
    Dhahran, Jeddah, and Taif, Saudi Arabia [OA/ID 22283]
    2, 1991 [OA/ID 22283]
  Saudi Arabia—December 30, January 1, 1991: Saudi Arabia [OA/ID 22283]

Chief of Staff’s Office
Speech Files
Deputy Chief of Staff’s Office
Porter, Richard W., Files—Subject Files
Iraq [OA/ID 21805]

National Security Affairs Office
Hilty, Joanne, Files—Speech Files
12/7/91—VP’s AEI Taping Sessions on Gulf War [OA/ID 22358]
VP Speeches—Trip to Saudi Arabia [OA/ID 22358]
Desert Storm Speeches—2/91 [OA/ID 22359]
Desert Storm—Press Statements/Speeches [OA/ID 22359]

Jackson, Karl, Files/Lord, Carnes, Files—Working Files
NSA Staff Meeting Memcons [OA/ID 27028]
DC Meetings on Iraq 1992 [OA/ID 27028]

Country Files
Saudi Arabia [1] [OA/ID 27031]
Saudi Arabia [2] [OA/ID 27031]
Saudi Arabia [3] [OA/ID 27031]
Kuwait [OA/ID 27032]
Middle East [OA/ID 27032]
Middle East—Post War [OA/ID 27032]
Iraq [1] [OA/ID 27033]
Iraq [2] [OA/ID 27033]
Iraq [3] [OA/ID 27033]

Desert Storm Files
Desert Storm Chronology [OA/ID 27039]
Desert Storm—Correspondence [1] [OA/ID 27039]
Desert Storm—Correspondence [2] [OA/ID 27039]
Desert Storm—MIA/KIA/POW [1] [OA/ID 27039]
Desert Storm—MIA/KIA/POW [2] [OA/ID 27039]
Gulf Highlights—1990 [1] [OA/ID 27039]
Gulf Highlights—1990 [2] [OA/ID 27039]
Gulf Highlights—1990 [3] [OA/ID 27039]
Gulf Highlights—1991 [1] [OA/ID 27039]
Gulf Highlights—1991 [2] [OA/ID 27039]
Gulf Highlights—1991 [3] [OA/ID 27039]
1/23/91—Visit to Mayport NAS, Pope AFB, and Norfolk, VA [1] [OA/ID 27039]
1/23/91—Visit to Mayport NAS, Pope AFB, and Norfolk, VA [2] [OA/ID 27039]
2/6/91—Visit to Ft. Bliss, Texas [OA/ID 27039]
2/15/91—Visit to Fort Hood, Texas [OA/ID 27039]
2/26/91—Visit to McGuire AFB and Fort Dix, New Jersey [OA/ID 27039]
3/14/91—Visit with POWs and Wounded at Andres AFB, MD [OA/ID 27039]
Desert Storm Working File [1] [OA/ID 27039]
Desert Storm Working File [2] [OA/ID 27039]
Gulf Crisis Highlights—1990 [1] [OA/ID 27039]
Gulf Crisis Highlights—1990 [2] [OA/ID 27039]
Gulf Crisis Highlights—1990 [3] [OA/ID 27039]
Gulf Crisis Highlights—1990 [4] [OA/ID 27039]
Gulf Crisis Highlights—1990 [5] [OA/ID 27039]
Foreign Travel Files
12/29/90-1/2/91—VP Trip to Saudi Arabia [1] [OA-ID 27014]
12/29/90-1/2/91—VP Trip to Saudi Arabia [2] [OA-ID 27014]
12/29/90-1/2/91—VP Trip to Saudi Arabia [3] [OA-ID 27014]

Meetings Files
8/2/91 VP Meetings—Photo Op with Kuwait-American foundation—Cancelled [OA-ID 27009]
9/19/91 VP Meetings—Meeting with Kuwaiti Defense Minister Al-Sabah [OA-ID 27009]
10/1/91 VP Meetings—Meeting with Kuwaiti President Jaber [OA-ID 27009]
12/10/91 VP Meetings—VP Taping of AEI’s Gulf War Program
American Enterprise Institute [OA-ID 27009]
7/28/89 VP Meeting/Event—Saudi Prince Salman [OA-ID 27011]
7/28/89 VP Meeting/Event—Preview “Saudi Arabia: Yesterday and Today” followed by Dinner—Convention Center [OA-ID 27011]
1/11/91 VP Meetings—Meeting with Former American Hostages Held in Kuwait [OA-ID 27022]
2/26/91 VP Meetings—Photo Op with Kuwaiti Shaikh al-Sahab [OA-ID 27022]
5/24/91 VP Meetings—Drop-by Desert Storm Homecoming Headquarters [OA-ID 27022]
10/17/90 VP Meetings—March AFB Troop Rally Supporting Operation Desert Storm [OA-ID 27023]
10/25/90 VP Meetings—Ceremony Hanscom AFB Troop Rally Supporting Operation Desert Storm [OA-ID 27023]
12/5/90 VP Meetings—Members of Kuwait Popular Congress Delegation [OA-ID 27023]
2/23/89 VP Meeting/Event—Saudi Oil Minister Hisham Nazir [OA-ID 27026]
5/17/89 VP Meeting/Event—Kuwait Oil Min Sheikh Ali Khalifa [OA-ID 27026]
6/16/89 VP Meeting/Event—Saudi Ambassador Prince Bandar [OA-ID 27026]
12/11/92 VP Meetings—Ambassador Saud Nasir Al-Sabah [OA-ID 27041]

Subject Files
Tomahawk Cruise Missile [OA-ID 27019]
Patriot [1] [OA-ID 27029]
Patriot [2] [OA-ID 27029]
Patriot—Reactions after Desert Storm [OA-ID 27029]

Staff Secretary, Office of the
Duggan, Myrna, Files—Trip Files
Persian Gulf Celebration Messages from the Vice President [OA-ID 21847]
Riyadh, Dhahran, Taif, Jeddah, Saudi Arabia, 12/29/90-1/2/91 [1] [OA-ID 21847]
Riyadh, Dhahran, Taif, Jeddah, Saudi Arabia, 12/29/90-1/2/91 [2] [OA-ID 21847]
Riyadh, Dhahran, Taif, Jeddah, Saudi Arabia, 12/29/90-1/2/91 [3] [OA-ID 21847]
Persian Gulf letters to families of KIA's/POW's [1] [OA-ID 21847]
Persian Gulf letters to families of KIA's/POW's [2] [OA-ID 21847]
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